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both of these editions use the same hardware as windows vista, but are delivered to oems with different code names. likewise the ultimate and home premium versions are available for each of the desktop and laptop computers that are currently available. in january 2007,
windows xp sp3 was released as a security and feature improvement. on january 11, 2007, microsoft released an announcement on the windows xp sp3 web site, that it was changing the windows xp sp3 certificate system so that only trusted certificates can be used by the
applications. the move to remove the control over the code signing certificates from microsoft was intended to put the responsibility back with the users. windows 2000 (or nt 5.0) comes in several editions. microsoft will often include support for many languages on a given
machine. and remember that the 5.0 releases included a few key applications such as: it might not support microsoft office 95. it may or may not support hyper-threading. it might not support 3d video acceleration. the language pack structure has changed significantly, and is
setup out of a single language pack (en-us) containing several language sub-packs (en-gb, etc). the new language pack structure means that the global language sub-packs can be changed without changing the language pack. windows 2000 does not support hyper-threading.
windows 2000 also supports novell netware v5.1, smb 3.0, smb 2.1, lznt 1.0, fifo locks (where locks are used by novell netware), mapi 3.0, mapi 2.0, the os/2 api, auto loadee and installable media for operating systems dos 3.3 and earlier, and the vfat file system.
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windows 2000 sp4 uses a theme system, which can be changed at any time. it also allows themes to be changed to resemble the original theme, or to appear as a makeover of a user interface to resemble the theme of another operating system. the ldd (logical disk
defragmenter) that was originally in windows nt 4.0 was introduced in windows 2000 sp4, and is in fact the ldd itself. the amount of time that can be spent on defragging was also increased to 30 minutes, with an option to increase this. the previous requirement was one hour.

windows 2000 allows the creation of "system restore points" at various times during the computer's use, allowing a system to be restored to a previously installed or recorded state. it also has a built-in shutdown manager that allows for clean shutdown. windows 2000 also
introduced a new security architecture dubbed clamshell, which stops new or unknown programs from starting or running. this is enabled through the windows registry and can be disabled by a program administrator. the advanced matching utility was a new service that could
be enabled for high-speed internet connection. if the device driver for the adapter has been installed, advanced matching will allow the machine to receive up to 8mb/sec of data. the matching service is enabled by default at install time, but the service is required to be enabled

manually. once installed, any data sent to the matching service will be sent to the machine at high speed. systems with the matching service enabled do not receive any other data. any features or data that is transmitted during a high-speed connection are generally sent
quickly, and are not retransmitted. the service is designed to be used for a relatively short period of time (e.g. a few minutes), and it's fairly easy to disable the matching service. 5ec8ef588b
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